


YOU are now in the low desert country of the Pinto
Basin, a place of extremes. As summer approaches,

the basin begins to pulsate with heat waves that can
exceed 1150 F daily (460 C). The sea of creosote bushes
appears like a mirage of shimmering green, and the
mountains are transformed into a hazeof flickering blue.
Seldom does more than a scant four inches of rain fall
herewithin a year's time.

Yet IHepersists against seemingly impossible odds. The
plants and animals of the Pinto Basin have developed
some unbelievable adaptions to solve the problems
presented by these extremes. You may also be surprised
to discover the close relationships between the living
things of the Cholla Cactus Garden.

Be on guard because cholla seem to jump. At the
slightest touch. the spines penetrate the flesh and are
extracted only with dHficulty and pain. Be especially
watchful of small children and pets.

Please remember that dogs must be on a leash in the
park and are not allowed on trails.

I. JU~ING TEDDY BEARS
Across the Pinto Basin, the most widespread plant is the
creosote bush, but in a few areas the cholla (pronounced
choy-ya) cactus dominates the landscape. From a
distance, the top joints of this species of challa appear to
be covered with soft, silvery bristles, which accounts for
its common name. "teddy bear" cholla, Opuntia
bigelovii. Each of the spines is tipped with a microscopic
barb. and if one tries to "hug the bear" or accidently
brushes up against it. the spines will drive deep into the
skin, causing the joint to detach and stay with you. Then
the origin of the second nickname, ·jumping chofla,"
suddenly becomes apparent Despite all the evidence to
the contrary, the chOIlacannot jum~is is simply a
very painful illusion.

2. THE DESERT WOOD RAT
The industrious builder of thIS prickly nest is the desert
wood rat Neotoma lepida. It is also known as a pack rat
for its way of finding.and using all sorls of materials in
its nest. This sman rodent is well-adapted to areas where
there is little water. It can derive sufficient moisture from
the various plants and see.; it eats.

Can you see the natural "armor" with which the rat
protects its home? The cholla joints also line the runway
to its nest. These spiny joints protect against such
natural enemies as coyotes and kit foxes. However, the
cactus does not prevent snakes from reaching the wood
rat dens. Several species of snakes feed on these
rodents, helping to keep their numbers in balance with
the community.

Wood rats are seldom seen during daylight hours.
As soon as night falls, the wood rats are out scrambling
with remarkable ease over the cholla cacti. While
gathering their food, they often become stuck by a cholla
joint. Rather than struggle, the wood rat patiently turns
and bites off the spines.

An empty nest is never vacant for long. as another
wood rat will move in and add more debris to the pile.
Nests have been found that are over 10,000 years old.
complete with ancient plant remains buried in their centers.



Silver Cholla

3. SILVER CHOLL"
Another common cactus of the Colorado Desert is the
silver cholla, Opuntia echinocarpa. like all cholla
species, the silver cholla has a woody, supportive central
stem. This tubular skeleton remains standing in place for
years after the death and decay of the succulent portions
of the cactus, a stark reminder of this harsh
environment.

4. JOURMEY THROUGH li~E
In the desert, geology is easy to see and enjoy beeaese
of the lack of heavy vegetation. On the edge of the Pinto
Basin, where the Cholla Cactus Garden is located, we
have a chance to view a piece of geologic time.

The Pinto Basin was formed when movement
along fauttlines uplifted the surrounding mountains, and
the land between subsided. During a wetter past, the
basin held a shallow lake. Now, sand and gravel fans
spread from the canyon mouths into the basin and
slowly fill it. Over thousands of years, the erosive forces
of water and gravity accomplish their task. and their
power makes significant changes in the landscape.
These mountain ranges were once very tall. bUt now
their bases are buried in their own rubble.

Calico Cactus



7. THE CREOSOTE BUSH
The creosote bush, Larrea Iridenlala, is well-adapted to
prolonged heat and dryness. Some roots of the creosote
bush reach deeply for moisture; others remain near the
surface to absorb any brief rainfall. But this dual system
cannot always keep pace with the rate of water loss
occurring through the leaves. When water loss exceeds
moisture availability, some of the small, waxy leaves are
shed in sets. The first set to drop is the fresh, light green
spring growth. This occurs in mid-summer, leaving the
dark, olive green leaves behind. These leaves remain on
the plant throughout m~t of the year. They are the
principal source of the bush's aromatic odor. But if
drought continues, these leaves will also be shed. The
third and last set of leaves left on the sparsely covered
bush are brown and hard. They are able to continue
functioning even during the severest drought.

lizards and snakes often take refuge from the hot
sun in the shade of the creosote bush. Burrows of
kangaroo rats and other rodents are found near the roots,
which help support the passages.

Creosote Bush

O. WHY ARE CRCTI HERE?
Cacti are abundant only in places where water supplies
are seasonally plentiful. Such conditions exist in the
higher desert ranges and on many of the alluvial fans",,""\"''''';''''''
where washes carry the rapid runoff of summer
clOUdbursts and winter rains. loose gravel and rock
crevices, where water percolation is good, are
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The design and production of this brochure
were funded through generous contributions
from Arthur O'Grady and Josephine
Manente in memory of
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two gendemen who loved
the Cholla Cactus Garden.
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